
Length contraction. Solutions
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A container inside a rocket ship is observed through a window by Sam, an astronaut, floating freely in space. 

Sam observes the rocket ship travelling past at a constant speed VR = 0.2 c. The dimensions of the container, as 

measured by astronauts inside the rocket ship, are shown in Figure 1, and are

• the proper length Lo (parallel to the direction of motion of the rocket ship)
• the proper width W o (perpendicular to the direction of motion of the rocket ship)
• the proper height Ho (perpendicular to the direction of motion of the rocket ship).
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/ Question 3 
Which of the options (A.D) best describes its dimensions as observed by Sam? 

A. L<Lo, W <Wo,H <Ho
® L<Lo, W = Wo,H =Ho 
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C. L>Lo,W= Wo,H=Ho

D. L<Lo, W<Wo,H=Ho

Ann and Bill are travelling in space in identical spaceships as shown in Figure 1 below. Ann knows that each 

spaceship is of proper length Lo. At some time Ann observes Bill's ship passing her with a speed v, and she 

measures its length 

Figure 1 

J Question 5 
Which of the following (A-D) best represents the length (L) of Bill's ship as measured by Ann?

A. 

C. 

D. 

L= Lo 

/ ') / ) ,1r1-v- c-

L= Lo 
,fi+v2/c2 

L =Lo✓l+v2/c2 
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On a planet a long way away, a racing car is moving at high speed (0.9c) along a straight track. 1t is heading 

straight for a post. Jim is standing next to the post. The situation is shown in Figure I. /ZQ.e,id Cit I'" i, � 
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Figure 1 

Question 2 
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The driver of the racing car, Susanna, measures the distance between herself and the post at exactly the same time 

that she sends the flash of light. 

Which one of the following is closest to the distance that she measures? 

� 
B. 0.90 km C. 1.00 km D. 2.29 km
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Question 4 

Which one of the following is the best description of the proper length of an obj.ect travelling with constant 

velocity? 
@rhe length when measured by any observer at the same location. 

B. The length when measured by an observer at rest relative to the object.

C. The length when both ends of the object are measured at the same time.

D. The length when measured with a proper standard measuring stick.

Question 5 

Two physics students are conducting accurate experiments to test Newton's second law of motion (.EF -"•mar �ach 

student is in a windowless railway carriage. One cairiage (carriage A) is moving at a constant velocity of0.9c. The 

other carriage (c�rriage B) is moving at 10 m s-1 and decelerating. 

Which one of the following best describes the likely results of their experiments? 
@only the experiment in carriage A confirms Newton's second law of motion. 

B. Only the experiment in carriage B confim1s Newton's second law of motion.

C. Neither experiment confinns Newton's second law of motion.

D. Both experiments confirm Newton's second law of motion. • d. J-F rawi .t 6 q_ccele,rcdt'>
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